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1) Starting a tournament and creating draw

1. Open new Microsoft Office Excel sheet.

2. Input data as shown in the example (example shows creating draw 24 with 4 seeds). In case of a larger 
or smaller draw, everything is done in the same way, only there will be larger and smaller number of players, 
positions and seeds. Fields marked with * are obligatory. In case you do not have all the players’ info, you 
can leave some out.

3. Start and end date of the tournament input in the form: day.month.year. = 9.5.2014.
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4. After all info has been inputted, verify that it is as shown in the example below. 

                                                                                         

                                                                                         PLEASE NOTE: “DRAW NAME” field has an 
                                                                                         example of B14 SI MD. 
                                                                                         Possible options are:
                                                                                         Bxx SI MD
                                                                                         Bxx DO MD
                                                                                         Bxx SI Q
                                                                                         Gxx SI MD
                                                                                         Gxx DO MD 
                                                                                         Gxx SI Q

5. After you finish inputting all available data in Excel, you need to save the file with a .CSV extension. Here 
is how you do it:
- Press File - Save as and choose location where you 
wish your file to be saved
- under “File name” enter the name of the document
- under Save as Type choose: CSV (Comma delimited)

It is very important to export as CSV, because import 
will not work otherwise.

6. Start Internet browser (Google Chrome suggested).

7. Open tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net).

8. Navigate to “myTOUCHAccount”.
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9. Input your myTOUCH Credentials (email and password) 
and sign in. 

10. Choose “Tournaments” in myTOUCH Navigation.

11. Select Data Owner. 

PLEASE NOTE: To change language of account page, choose desired one in the upper right corner.

12. Click on           icon.
 

 

13. Press “Choose file”, find your saved csv file on previously saved location, choose it - double click or press 
“Open”.

14. After selecting the file, press “Upload”.
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15. Your tournament has been created.

PLEASE NOTE: 

• Tournament tab in the navigation bar of myTOUCH account will open list of all tournaments for a data 
owner (all your tournaments). To see draws, select a tournament and then select tab “Categories”. Each 
category has the word “draw” (on the right of it). Click on it to view draw as a table. 

• To add a different draw do not change tournament data in Excel sheet. Just change other draw relevant 
data - players, positions, seeds etc. Once you have created another .csv file, import it to tennisTOUCH 
Tournament Software.

16. For creating a torunament see “Manual for creating a tournament with tennisTOUCH Tournament 
Software”. Manual can be found on tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net) section: “Support” > 
“Downloads”.
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2) Inputting players

1. Open new Microsoft Office Excel sheet.

2. Input data as shown in the example. Fields marked with * are obligatory. In case you do not have all the 
players’ info, you can leave some out.

3. After you finish inputting all available data in Excel, you need to save the file with a .CSV extension. Step 
by step:
- Press File - Save as and choose location where you 
wish your file to be saved
- under “File name” enter the name of the document
- under “Save as Type” choose: CSV (Comma delimited)

It is very important to export as CSV, because import 
will not work otherwise.

4. Start Internet browser (Google Chrome suggested).
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5. Open tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net).

6. Navigate to “myTOUCHAccount”.

7. Input your myTOUCH Credentials (email and password) 
and sign in. 

8. Select desired tournament, explained on Pg 3 (Starting a tournament and creating draw).

9. After creating a tournament, select “List of players - male” for male players, or “List of players - female” for 
female players.

10. Press “Choose file”, find your saved .csv file on previously saved location, choose it - double click or press 
“Open”.

11. After that, press “Import players”.

12.  If you have created a valid .csv file, you’ll get a message: “Your file has been uploaded”. Press “OK”.
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13. All the players are now in Tournament Software, prepared for draw.
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3) Inputting draw into category

1. Open new Microsoft Office Excel sheet.

2. Input data as shown in the example (example shows creating draw 24 with 4 seeds). In case of a larger 
or smaller draw, everything is done in the same way, only there will be larger and smaller number of players, 
positions and seeds. Fields marked with * are obligatory. In case you do not have all the players’ info, you 
can leave some out.

3. After all info has been inputted, verify that it is as shown in the example below. 
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4. After you finish inputting all available data in Excel, you need to save the file with a .CSV extension. Step 
by step:
- Press File - Save as and choose location where you 
wish your file to be saved
- under “File name” enter the name of the document
- under Save as Type choose: CSV (Comma delimited)

It is very important to export as CSV, because import 
will not work otherwise.

PLEASE NOTE: For creating a torunament see “Manual for creating a tournament with tennisTOUCH 
Tournament Software”. Manual can be found on tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net) section: 
“Support” > “Downloads”.

6. Start Internet browser (Google Chrome suggested).

7. Open tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net).

8. Navigate to “myTOUCHAccount”.

9. Input your myTOUCH Credentials (email and password) 
and sign in. 

10. Choose “Tournaments” in myTOUCH Navigation.

11. Select Data Owner. 

PLEASE NOTE: To change language of account page, choose desired one in the upper right corner.
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12. Click on name of previously started tournament.

13. Select “Categories” and choose a category that suits your Excel created draw.

14. Press “Import draw”.

15. Press “Choose file”, find your saved csv file on previously saved location, choose it - double click or press 
“Open”.

16. If everything was done well, you will see a list of players. 
Now select “Draw”. 
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17. Press “End draw” and your draw has been created.

PLEASE NOTE: Tournament in the navigation bar of myTOUCH account will open list of all tournaments for a 
data owner (all your tournaments). To see draws, select a tournament and then select tab “Categories”. Each 
category has the word “draw” (on the right of it). Click on it to view draw as a table. 
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4) Inputting doubles draw into category

1. Open new Microsoft Office Excel sheet.

2. Input data as in one of two shown examples. Fields marked with * are obligatory. In case you do not have 
all the players’ info, you can leave some out.

3. In case of a larger or smaller draw, everything is done in the same way, only there will be larger and smaller 
number of players, positions and seeds. 

4. After you finish inputting all available data in Excel, you need to save the file with a .CSV extension. Step 
by step:
- Press File - Save as and choose location where you 
wish your file to be saved
- under “File name” enter the name of the document
- under Save as Type choose: CSV (Comma delimited)

It is very important to export as CSV, because import 
will not work otherwise.
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PLEASE NOTE: For creating a torunament see “Manual for creating a tournament with tennisTOUCH 
Tournament Software”. Manual can be found on tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net) section 
“Support” > “Downloads”.

6. Start Internet browser (Google Chrome suggested).

7. Open tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net).

8. Navigate to “myTOUCHAccount”.

9. Input your myTOUCH Credentials (email and password) and sign in. 

10. Choose “Tournaments” in myTOUCH Navigation.

11. Select Data Owner. 

PLEASE NOTE: To change language of account page, choose desired one in the upper right corner.

12. Click on name of previously started tournament.
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13. Select “Categories” and choose a category that suits your Excel created draw.

14. Press “Import draw”.

15. Press “Choose file”, find your saved csv file on previously saved location, choose it - double click or press 
“Open”. If you have created a valid .csv file, you’ll get a message: “Your file has been uploaded”. Press “OK”.
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16. If everything was done well, you will see a list of players. After that, press category name.

17. Press “End draw” and your draw has been created.

PLEASE NOTE: Tournament in the navigation bar of myTOUCH account will open list of all tournaments for a 
data owner (all your tournaments). To see draws, select a tournament and then select tab “Categories”. Each 
category has the word “draw” (on the right of it). Click on it to view draw as a table. 
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5) Inputting players and corresponding teams for league

PLEASE NOTE: To find out how to import players and teams, examine manuals for league Manuals can be 
found on our web site, www.tennistouch.net in section “Support” > “Downloads”.

1. Open new Microsoft Office Excel sheet.

2. Input data as shown in the example. Fields marked with * are obligatory. In case you do not have all the 
players’ info, you can leave some out.

3. After all info has been inputted, verify that it is as shown in the example below. 
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4. After you finish inputting all available data in Excel, you need to save the file with a .CSV extension. Step 
by step:
- Press File - Save as and choose location where you 
wish your file to be saved
- under “File name” enter the name of the document
- under Save as Type choose: CSV (Comma delimited)

It is very important to export as CSV, because import 
will not work otherwise.

5. Start Internet browser (Google Chrome suggested).

6. Open tennisTOUCH web page (www.tennistouch.net).

7. Navigate to “myTOUCHAccount”.

8. Input your myTOUCH Credentials (email and password) 
and sign in. 

9. Choose “Tournaments” in myTOUCH Navigation.

10. Select Data Owner. 

PLEASE NOTE: To change language of account page, choose desired one in the upper right corner.
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11. Select competition for which you wish to add players and teams. 

12. Select “List of players - male” or “List of players - female” to input male and/or female players.

13. Press “Choose file”, find your saved csv file on previously saved location, choose it - double click or press 
“Open”.

14. Press “Import players”.

15. Your players and teams are inputted. To proceed, see manuals for league.

PLEASE NOTE: Tournament in the navigation bar of myTOUCH account will open list of all tournaments for a 
data owner (all your tournaments). To see draws, select a tournament and then select tab “Categories”. Each 
category has the word “draw” (on the right of it). Click on it to view draw as a table. 
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6) Troubleshooting

In case that your .csv file does not upload correctly, here are some of the possible solutions.

1. Microsoft Office Excel sheet header should be written correctly. If you make a mistake with only one letter 
in column title, the document will not be imported. 

2. Enter columns one after the other (with no empty columns in between).

3. If your players are listed in “PLAYER“ column, make sure that format is “last name, first name” separated 
by comma.

4. Column “CLUB“ has maximum of 5 characters.

5. Make sure your club and country are each in separate columns. So instead CRO/ZGI, write country under 
“COUNTRY” column, and club under “CLUB” column. If one or more players appearing at a tournament are 
foreigners, in column “CLUB” input word “INO”. 

6. In case you are copy/pasting rankings from another document, please note possible zeros that may appear. 
If so, remove them. 

7. If you are importing draws through Excel .csv, make sure that BYE is written where it should be. 

8. .csv files created under Apple iOS will not work at this time. Contact support for further assistance.

PLEASE NOTE: If nothing from troubleshooting helps, please contact tennisTOUCH customer support.


